
DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY I: A REVOLUTION IN SEEING
UNIT ONE: THE CAMERA AND VISION

INSTRUCTOR: Ms. Mueller
ROOM: 317
EMAIL: emueller@chiarts.org

GOALS

UNIT BRIEF
The camera is based on the human eye and 3D imaging is based on human vision. We will learn how the practice of 
photography is deeply tied to the human history of seeing. Students will understand the physical properties of light 
before it reaches the sensor/film of a camera. New cameras will be introduced and students will learn to operate the 
mechanics.

QUESTIONS
What are the properties of light?
How does a camera resemble the human eye?
How does the stereovision operate to perceive depth?
How does a DSLR camera differ from a SLR film camera? What are the benefits/drawbacks of each?

Edward Weston, after receiving a Guggenheim Fellowship in 
1937, when he was living at 4166 Brunswick Ave., Los Angeles. 
Photograph by the Los Angeles Times.



TASKS
• Operate a DSLR
• Control exposure
• Operate a MacBook Pro
• Use Image Capture and the Finder
• Download images from cameras onto laptops
• Save and organize their work on the ChiArts server
• Maintain a digital sketchook of contemporary and historic photographic works

VOCABULARY
Camera obscura
Aperture
Depth of field
Shutter speed
ISO
Reciprocity
Sensor
Film
Lens
Elements
Light meter
Overexposed
Underexposed
Exposure
Curtain shutter
Leaf shutter
Focal plane
Focus
Sharp
Soft
Grain
Noise
Motion blur
Camera shake
Dimensions
Projection
Reflection



PRODUCTION

Students will be issued new cameras and learn how to use them effectively. Laptops and the fileserver will be used to 
capture and edit image files. Students will do a hands on review of the basics of photomechanics and the properties of 
light. Human vision and its relationship to photography will be discussed.

LESSON 1.1
• Bellringer: what is the earliest photograph of you that you can recall?
• Review syllabus
• Distribute usernames and passwords, record them in more than one secure place
• Distribute cameras
• Lecture on the history of film and the sensor
• Review camera controls
• Define exposure terms
• In class shoot if time permits

HOMEWORK
Discuss syllabus with guardian and return signed contract. Purchase a notebook to be used EXCLUSIVELY for note 
taking in Digital Photography I. Come prepared with both notebook and signed contract next class.

LESSON 1.2
• Bellringer: discuss the best thing about your new camera and describe the most difficult part of using it
• Return signed syllabus
• Review camera controls
• Reciprocity lecture
• Exposure game show!
• In class shoot and time to troubleshoot camera use 

HOMEWORK
Depth of Field shooting assignment.

LESSON 1.3
• Bellringer: properly expose three images using the same shutter speed for all three
• Logon to laptops
• Laptop lecture and Image Capture demo
• In class assignment: create your Camera Work folder and upload your Depth of Field assignment into the 

appropriate folder. This will be graded.
• Review camera controls
• Review reciprocity
• In-class exposure worksheet (weeeeee! math!)

HOMEWORK
Freeze Tag shooting assignment.



LESSON 1.4
• Bellringer: properly expose three images using the same aperture for all three
• Logon to laptops
• Review file structure and Image Capture
• In class assignment: upload your Freeze Tag assignment into the appropriate folder. This will be graded.
• Review camera controls
• Review reciprocity
• In-class exposure worksheet (weeeeee! math!)

HOMEWORK
Like Sands through the Hourglass... shooting assignment.

LESSON 1.5
• Bellringer: properly expose three images using the same ISO for all three
• Logon to laptops
• Review file structure and Image Capture
• In class assignment: Like Sands through the Hourglass... shooting assignment into the appropriate folder. This will 

be graded
• Assemble camera obscura
• Discuss the how light travels, the human eye, and how the inside of our camera works (all while we are INSIDE a 

camera!)

HOMEWORK
Using your exposure controls make three photographs: photograph a light source, photograph the darkness, and 
photograph a “shutter” closing over an “aperture.”


